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Abstract—Advances in SOI technology such as STMicro’s
28nm UTBB-FDSOI enabled a renaissance of body biasing. Body
biasing is a fast and efficient technique to change power and
performance characteristics. As the electrical task to change the
substrate potential is small compared to Dynamic Voltage Scaling,
much finer island sizes are conceivable. This however creates
new challenges in regard to design partitioning into body bias
islands and body bias combinations across such designs. These
combinations should be chosen so that energy efficiency improves
while maintaining timing constraints. We introduce a combination
based analysis tool to find optimized body bias island partitions
and body biasing levels. For such partitions, optimized body
bias assignments for static, programmable and dynamic body
biasing can be computed. The overheads incurred by dynamically
switching body biases are estimated to yield actual improvements
and to give an upper bound for the power consumption of
required additional circuitry. Based on these partitionings and
the switching overheads, optimized application specific switching
strategies are computed. The effectiveness of this method is
demonstrated in a frequency scaling scenario using forward body
biasing on a Dynamic Reconfigurable Processor (DRP) design.
We show that leakage can be greatly reduced using the proposed
methods and that dynamic body biasing can be beneficial even
at small time periods.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The growing demand in performance with unchanging
power budgets keeps on driving technology scaling. With
scaling came multiple problems, such as Short Channel
Effects (SCEs) and increasing leakage currents. New process
technologies like FinFET or FDSOI were developed to mitigate
these problems. While SCEs immunity has been improved, the
portions on a chip that can be run concurrently still becomes
smaller with each generation. Mission profiles on the other hand
demand ever greater flexibility in terms of peak performance
and minimal power consumption in idle or sleep modes. In
advanced SOI processes such as STMicro’s 28nm UTBBFDSOI, an old transistor tuning knob has been reintroduced.
Body biasing (BB), i.e. the application of a potential Vbb on the
transistor substrate, allows to alter transistor threshold voltages.
By controlling Vbb , this process allows to realize dynamic multiVth designs. Using this approach, leakage can be reduced in
idle paths and in timing uncritical paths. Whenever performance
is required, it can be used to raise maximum clock frequencies
without increasing supply voltage Vdd , omitting the quadratic
relationship of Vdd with dynamic power consumption. Thus
idle power consumption can be greatly reduced while also
increasing energy efficiency in high load scenarios. Controlling
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Vbb however comes at certain power and area cost. Especially
when changing Vbb dynamically, it is critical that the break
even point (BEP) has been reached. In this study, we present a
method to find the spatial and temporal limits of BB. Three
ways to apply this technique are examined. First static BB, i.e.
directly connecting substrate pins to the voltage source. The
second examination focusses on programmable BB, i.e. Vbb
set once per application. Finally, dynamic BB, meaning Vbb
may change during execution. The method is based on building
and evaluating combinations of Vbb across combinations of
partitions with individual Vbb , i.e. body bias islands (BBI). It
also considers application traces to find programmable and
dynamic BB assignments. As a case study, we examined a
DRP and show up to which spatial and temporal granularity
BB yields benefits in this design.
II.

S TATE OF THE A RT AND C ONTRIBUTIONS

A technology case-study important for this work is [1]. The
authors implemented a dual-core ARM Cortex A9 based SoC
in STMicro’s 28nm UTBB-FDSOI process. The study shows
that by employing forward body biasing (FBB), it is possible to
raise maximum clock frequency by almost 2x from 550M Hz
to 1050M Hz while staying at 0.61V supply voltage. In [2],
the authors describe a dynamic BB approach with an optimized
piece-wise convex set based Dynamic Voltage and Frequency
Scaling (DVFS) strategy. The examined design is a Digital
Signal Processor consisting of several Processing Elements
(PEs). Each PE constitutes a BBI. Results were obtained using
a test chip manufactured in 28nm UTBB-FDSOI process. The
proposed approach yields a total power saving ranging from
8.18% to 17.31%. On temporal and spatial granularity limits
of power domains, [3] examines technological limits of DVFS.
The authors specify a mathematical framework to analyze
technologically driven limits as well as the performance of
DVFS strategies. [4] present a formal method to partition a
design into several power domains for power gating. Thereby
incurred overheads are not considered. In regard to DRPs,
[5] describes Dynamic Voltage Switching on PE granularity.
While the reduction of power consumption did not outweigh
the switching cost with unchanged application mappings, the
authors showed that power consumption can be reduced up
to 13% when adapting the application. This optimization
aims to reduce the switching frequency. Using a similar
semiconductor technology called Silicon on Thin BOX, [6]
demonstrates significant clock frequency boosting at ultra
low supply voltages. The evaluated design consists of a
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Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architecture and a small micro
controller. Through the application of FBB, a clock frequency
of 89M Hz can be reached at a supply voltage of 0.4V .
Our work contributes i) a method to evaluate fine-granular
BB which is capable to find ii) optimized partitionings of
designs to minimize leakage and iii) to find optimized BB
switching strategies for such partitionings. We do this while
taking the effort to switch the BB into account, thus iv) stating
upper bounds of power consumption for the additional circuitry
up to which energy efficiency benefits from these efforts.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY AND I MPLEMENTATION

In this section we focus on the formulation of BB optimization problems, the implementation of algorithms for solving
these problems and determining appropriate BBIs for a given
hardware design and an application running on this architecture.
A. Modeling Aspects
Given: A hardware design D = (C, T P, Vd , Vb ) with a set
C = {c1 , ..., cN } of N components, a set T P = {tp1 , ..., tpM }
of M component-level timing paths (∀tpi |tpi ⊆ C), a set Vd =
{Vdd1 , ..., VddQ } of Q available supply voltages (in Volt) and
a set Vb = {Vbb1 , ..., VbbR } of R available body bias voltages
(in Volt).
The
leakage
currents
(in
Ampere)
Given:
CL(x, y, z) = {cl1,1,1 , ..., clN,R,Q } and delays (in seconds)
CD(C(x), Vd (y), Vb (z)) = {cdx,y,z , ..., cdN,R,Q } of each
component cx , supply voltage Vddy ∈ Vd and body bias
voltage Vbbz ∈ Vb .
Given: The substrate charges (in Coulomb) SC(x) =
{sc1 , ..., scN }) of each component cx .
Given: An application A = a1 , ..., aZ with Z operations
where each ai ⊆ T P specifies the relevant timing paths for
the given operation.
BB Layout: A BB Layout consists of disjoint component
subsets (islands) and correlated sets of Vbb .
B. Data Extraction
In order to obtain the data required for the above described
modeling, different tools and flows were employed. To extract
the design structure, each Verilog module was assigned a
component ci ∈ C. If ci contained implementations for
different and independently executed functionality, e.g. different
arithmetic functions, ci has been split up into cij , storing cij
instead of ci . Then for each ci ∈ C, a layout is synthesized.
Using a layout extracted netlist, leakage CL for every Vbbr and
substrate charge SC is determined using SPICE simulations.
Delays CD have been obtained through static timing analysis
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of the top module. For each ci ∈ C, the delay of its path is
stored. All technology dependent values have been obtained
at a temperature of 125◦ C. The set of timing paths T P is
determined through the design hierarchy.
C. Static Body Biasing
First, we are focusing on Static Body Biasing. Here, a BB
layout uses the same mode for all applications.
Optimization Problem 1: Partition C into kmax disjoint
subsets (islands) P = p1 , ..., pkmax with pi ⊆ C. An optimum
BB voltage Vbb = Vbb1 , ..., Vbbkmax with Vbbi ∈ Vb is selected
for each pi such that the leakage power is minimal. Leakage
Power PL is defined as follows:
!
kP
max
P
PL = Vddx ·
CL(cj , Vddx , Vbbi ) .
i=1

cj ∈pi

Furthermore a maximum path delay dcycle , which is equal to
the clock cycle period, has to be observed on all !
paths:
P
P
∀tpi ∈T P :
CD(ck , Vddx , Vbbj ) ≤ dcycle
pj ∈P

ck ∈pj ∧ck ∈tpi

The given problem cannot be efficiently solved by a
combination-based approach. The number of possible combinations for a layout with maximum K BB Islands, N components
and Q BB voltages is K N · QK , which is hard to compute
– e.g. for a small number of N = 17 components, Q = 17
different BB Voltages (−0.3V to 1.3V ) and K = 4 islands we
would need to evaluate 17 billion combinations.
Therefore we propose a two-step approach also allowing
the computation for larger problem sizes. First, we need to
determine the minimum-leakage BB layout, disregarding the
maximum number of islands. Thus, we convert the set of
timing paths T P into a set of timing graphs T G, which are
isolated sets of components that do not have components in
common with any other timing graph. This approach allows
to locally optimize graphs leading to a global design optimum.
The conversion step is illustrated in figure 1. The absolute
minimum leakage layout with kbest is determined as follows:
1: for all G in T G do
2:
minLeak ← inf, best ← null
3:
maxT P ← longest timing path in G (Vbb = 0.0V )
4:
for all Vbb combinations in maxT P do
5:
Calculate min. Vbb for each comp. in G\maxT P
6:
to fulfill timing requirements
7:
leak ← Leakage of solution
8:
if leak < minLeak then
9:
minLeak ← leak, best ← solution
10:
end if
11:
end for

12:

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9

end for

Locally optimal body bias
mode for {a1, a2, a3}:
Vbb1 = 0.3V, Vbb2=-0.3V, Vbb3=0.7V

ws=3

D. Programmable Body Biasing
Programmable Body Biasing extends Static BB with switching capabilities across different applications. An application A
is specified as a list of operation cycles. Each operation cycle
collects information about the relevant and irrelevant paths in
a design – e.g., for an addition, the paths for multiplication are
irrelevant while those for addition are relevant. This information
is used for the application-specific Programmable BB. We will
cut paths that are irrelevant for an application, which allows to
lower Vbb .
Optimization Problem 2: Partition C into kmax disjoint
subsets P = p1 , ..., pkmax with pi ⊆ C. An optimum BB
Voltage Vbb = Vbb1 , ..., Vbbkmax with Vbbi ∈ Vb is selected for
each pi such that the leakage power is minimal for a given
application A and Vddx . Furthermore a maximum path delay
dcycle has to be observed on the relevant timing paths:
!
P
P
CD(pk , Vddx , Vbbj )
∀ag ∈A ∀tpi ∈ag : d ≤
pj ∈P

ck ∈pj ∧ck ∈tpi

For solving problem 2, we use the BB Islands identified for
Static BB, which allows the minimization of leakage even if all
operations are used in an application run. For the determination
of the optimum BB mode for the given islands, we first execute
the Static BB algorithm with one exception: The maximum
timing path for each graph G in T G has to be a relevant timing
path in application A (so maxT P ← longest timing path in
G ∩ A). Finally, the optimum for each component is used to
generate the Programmable BB mode for application A.
1: for all p in P do
. Determine island layout
2:
Vbb [p] ← −inf inity
3:
for all comp in P do
4:
Vbb [p] ← max(Vbb [p], best[comp])
5:
end for
6: end for
E. Dynamic Body Biasing
Dynamic Body Biasing extends Programmable BB by
further switching capabilities among application cycles. In
contrast to Programmable BB, we need to take the mode
switching costs into account here. Therefore we optimize
towards energy while the previous ones are power optimizations.
Optimization Problem 3: Partition C into kmax disjoint
subsets P = p1 , ..., pkmax with pi ⊆ C. For a given application
A and supply voltage Vddx , each application cycle ay selects
an optimum BB Voltage Vbb = Vbby,1 , ..., Vbby,kmax with
Vbbx,i ∈ Vb for each pi such that the energy E (disregarding
dynamic energy) is minimal for the application. Furthermore
the maximum path delay dcycle , which is equal to the clock
cycle period, has to be observed on the relevant timing paths.
The energy E is defined as follows:

ws=5

...

Subsequently, kbest islands are merged into kmax new
islands iteratively, setting the Vbb of the new partition to the
highest value (to ensure timing correctness) of the corresponding merged islands, which is illustrated in figure 2. Each merge
combination is evaluated and the lowest leakage solution is
stored as the final BB layout with kmax islands.

Fig. 3.
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E = Eleak + EbbSwitch P
Eleak = dcycle · Vddx ·

P

P

ay ∈A pi ∈P cj ∈pi

EbbSwitch =

Z−1
P

P

P

y=1 pi ∈P cj ∈pi

CL(cj , Vddx , Vbby,i )

|Vbby,i − Vbby+1,i | · SC(cj )

For reducing E, we also use the resulting BBIs of Static BB.
In order to determine an optimum switching strategy, a brute
force algorithm would be appropriate, but leads to the same
issues we had before: The number of switching possibilities
Rkmax ·Z increase exponentially.
Therefore, we propose two adjustments to the brute force
algorithm to reduce the number of switching possibilities. The
first adjustment is an obvious one: Given an application A,
we shrink consecutive cycles ai to an to a compressed cycle
aj , if ai = ai+1 = ... = an , while storing the number
of compressions n − i + 1. This lossless compression may
reduce the number of possibilities a lot. Our second adjustment
reduces the number of different BB modes: We create multiple
windows with size 1 to Z and shift these windows from the
first application cycle to the right, collecting all operations in
each window and computing the optimum BB mode for this
window. We add the local optimum modes to each operation of
the window. This step is is illustrated schematically in figure 3.
Additionally, we add intermediate modes, having BB modes in
between the modes of neighboring windows of size 1 in order
to have little bit leakier modes with lower switching costs to
neighbored modes. We build all combinations of all modes for
all cycles, evaluate the energy E and select the sequence of
BB modes with the minimum energy as optimum BB strategy
for the given application A.
F. Implementation
We implemented the proposed methods in a Java- and SQLbased toolset. The model, including hardware design, leakage
data and component delays, is stored in a relational database
using MySQL. The shell interpreter allows dynamic loading
of designs, specifying several optimization criteria (target Vdd ,
maximum path delay dcycle , maximum number of partitions
kmax ) and executing the proposed optimization algorithms. It
includes the output of several results, such as the partition
layout itself, leakage per mode for a given partition layout
and the BB strategy for a given application. The results in the
following sections are generated using this tool.
IV.

R ESULTS

In our case study we evaluated BB partitioning in a
frequency scaling scenario. The target design is a performance
centric DRP [7]. The examined application is a 8-Tap Finite
Impulse Response Filter. Supply voltage and clock is shared
across the design. By choosing the maximum clock frequency
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34.231
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3 Partitions
Leakage [mW]
Static
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44.7449
108.917
95.033
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21.049
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89.162

Static
16.200
33.679
61.581
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2 Partitions
Leakage [mW]
Progr.
10.824
25.170
49.468
102.662

Dyn.
10.824
25.170
49.478
102.662
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by automation. Even in small designs as has been evaluated
in this study, dynamic BB has been shown to be profitable.
This hints that for bigger, more heterogenous designs where
FBB on big portions would be otherwise prohibitive, much
greater improvements are to be expected. For future work, such
aforementioned designs shall be addressed. Furthermore, low
power modes as e.g. simulated power gating using reverse body
bias shall be included in our tool.
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244.51

Leakage per method and number of partition for Vdd = 0.6V

as Fmax,BB = Fmax · N D(maxf bb , Vdd ), with N D, the
normalized delay at a given Vbb at unchanged supply voltage
Vdd , clock frequency is scaled up to the maximum frequency
where the critical path can be accommodated using maximum
FBB. Static BB assigns each Processing Element (PE) the same
hard wired Vbb , where programmable BB allows a per PE setting
of Vbb per application. Dynamic BB is based on programmable
BB, but allows each PE to change its Vbb during execution.
Fig. 4 and 5 indicates that introducing a single programmable
BBI already reduces leakage by over 50%. This is because in
the static case, BB is always set to the maximum FBB to be
able to meet every timing requirement. Thus the static case
with one partition is equal to whole chip BB. Furthermore
Tab. I reveals that for 1 and 2 partitions, dynamic BB is equal
to programmable BB. This is because changing the substrate
charge would require more power than could be saved in this
brief period. At 3 partitions however, the effort to change the
BB has become small enough to reach the BEP as the partition
size decreased. BB approaches further improve when increasing
the number of partitions to two. In this case, even the static
approach reduces leakage by over 70%. This is because only a
small part of a PE is so timing critical to require full FBB. For
the remaining components a BB tradeoff is sought, maintaining
timing constraints with only moderate FBB. Programmable and
dynamic BB can improve upon this by setting Vbb for each PE
individually, assigning FBB to only those PE partitions that
need it. Additional partitions achieve only little benefit in this
design. As stated in Tab. I, even in such a small design dynamic
BB may yield about 5mW less leakage than programmable
BB.
V.

C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK

Using BB in a beneficial way is complex but desirable. This
study showed that the additional complexity can be eliminated
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